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Today a new ‘Kunnal’ song is released by the very ‘Karthi’ starring actor Sarathkumar and Sandhya.
Kunnal is penned down by T.S. Imman and music has been given by A.R. Rahman. Kunnal song lyrics and

video will start airing from today. The chandana team has come up with a romantic melody with a
unique story to describe the relationship of Lord Shiva and Parvathy or Devi Parvathy and the role she

played in protecting Lord Shiva. The song is titled Kunnal and it is to be aired on Aditya Music on June 1st
with lyrics being penned down by T.S. Imman. It is the second song from the film after Indrudu

Chadalavada. Arjun Sabherwal is excited to meet his fans in a new song from his upcoming film Raman
Chadha Viski. The song goes by the title Dukata and it is sung by Bhushan Komal. Arjun is all set to

release the film on June 12th. The film stars Suchitra Marwah and Arun Vijay. This is a story of a very
common man who has raised a family single-handedly in New Delhi. Gautam bhaiya is a Tamil sound

released by M. M. Keeravaani and written by K. Kalyan Raman, which has already crossed 1.5 crore mark
on its first day of release. Tamil Movie: Pachigalam Paravaigalam. The poster is adorned by Dhanush as a
supporting actor. Director Singeetam Srinivas makes his comeback after a long time with this film, which

features three heroines in the leading role.
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naniyaadu aapadu lyrics from the tamil movie paarvaiyin selvan is a nice romantic song. the song is
sung by vijay and this song is sung by eduvi senthilkumar. composer is g. v. prakash kumar and the

audio is given by anuradha sriram. this song is a remake of the song named nee neengal nee from the
telugu movie ghatotkachudu which is sung by sudha raghunath and the music is given by vidyasagar.
watch the tamil movie paarvaiyin selvan video song to listen and download the tamil movie paarvaiyin
selvan video song in mp3 format for free. refrain from posting comments that are obscene, defamatory

or inflammatory, and do not indulge in personal attacks, name calling or inciting hatred against any
community. help us delete comments that do not follow these guidelines by marking them offensive.

let's work together to keep the conversation civil. kaliyo ganam baanam song lyrics from the movie thani
oruvan is a sizzling song, which has the leading vocals rendered by sai kumar & sangeetha. the music
has been composed by music director vishweshwar naidu. the song was originally composed as a folk
song, and vishweshwar naidu has adopted it as a hindi song. movie song lyrics from the movie new
police has an excellent and a huge hit track. the song is sung by kriti sanon, and the music has been

composed by sathish selvakumar. a.r. rahman has penned down the lyrics for the track, and he is also
the composer. the song is sung by kriti sanon, and is presented under the music label of aditya music.
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